identity of the neocortex. It has been established, however, that the normal development and plasticity of the neocortex also requires cortical cholinergic modulation. 9, 18 Recent progress in the study of corticofugal modulation also suggests that the neocortex is actively involved in the central plasticity through the corticofugal feedback loops. 13, 19 This review will focus upon the dynamic changes that occur in the auditory cortex from perinatal period to adulthood. The ongoing contributions of thalamocortical innervation, cholinergic regulation and corticofugal modulation to the plasticity of the auditory cortex ( Figure 1 ) will be emphasized.
INSTRUCTIVE ROLE OF THALAMOCORTICAL INPUTS DURING CORTICAL DEVELOPMENT
Although there is no definitive point at which the cortex attains maturity, that is, when environmental information is systematically represented, many studies have indicated that a critical period for sensory development does exist in all species. 20 The critical period refers to a rapid developmental period in animal life. During this period, the functional areas of the neocortex are quickly specified; cortical identities, such as threshold and frequency tuning of the auditory cortex 21 and monocular spatial vision of the visual cortex, are developed. 22 Sensory function generally reaches maturity after the critical period. Some functions are quickly established while others require a longer period. As shown by the study on the development of the kitten's auditory cortex, cortical neurons mature in an exponential manner during the critical period ( Figure 2 ). 21 There is increasing evidence that cortical development is controlled by genetic factors before the critical period as suggested by studies in the prenatal period in rodents. 14, 15, [23] [24] [25] Several specific regions in the neocortex can be identified at the level of gene expression. 14, 15 The strongest evidence is revealed by the areal pattern of gene expression in the neocortex of the mouse lacking the thalamocortical afferents. For example, region-specific gene expression normally appears in Mash-1 or Gbx-2 mutant mice that fail to develop thalamocortical projections to the cortex. 26, 27 These findings suggest that the early-specified areas of the neocortex are created independently from thalamocortical innervation. Such cortical areas identified by gene expression during early development do not exhibit a clear border; 27 it is still unknown whether or not they are directly associated with final sensory maps.
A sequence of events occurring during the critical period of development is responsible for the specification of cortical areas and the development of cortical identities. The key event is the arrival of thalamocortical inputs. 14, 28 Upon the arrival of thalamocortical fibers at layer 4 of the neocortex, specific functional areas become detectable. 25 At the initial stage, i.e., before the maturation of the sensory organs or before the animal is able to acquire sensory experience, the specification of cortical areas is dominated by spontaneous activities of thalamocortical inputs. In other words, development of the cortical specification is independent from sensory cues at this stage. Such activitydependent cortical specification is predominantly documented by studies of the visual cortex. For example, some aspects of the specification of the visual cortex, such as ocular dominance, are already presented prior to any visual cues. 29 In the mature auditory cortex, sound frequencies are systematically represented as tonotopic maps. It is not yet known whether there is a precursor of the cochleotopic specification in the auditory area of the neocortex before auditory experience. If the early development of the auditory cortex shares the same mechanism as that of the visual cortex, the cochleotopic specification should also be established with the spontaneous activity of the thalamocortical inputs, i.e., before sound-driven activity.
Although some cortical specifications may occur before sensory experience, sensory-driven activities appear to be decisive for the formation of the final tonotopic maps in the auditory cortex, that is, the reshaping and refinement of the cortical specification. This is clearly demonstrated by studies that examine the tonotopic organization of the auditory cortex after either elimination or augmentation of auditory inputs in neonatal animals. It has been shown that the deprivation of particular frequency band inputs of the cochlea drastically alters the mature tonotopic representation in the auditory cortex. The receptive fields of these cortical neurons that originally tune to the deprived frequency move or shift to the neighboring frequency. 30, 31 On the other hand, over-exposure to a particular sound leads to the expansion of the representation of such sound in the auditory cortex. 32 Such frequency-specific change in cortical tonotopy following neonatal alteration of auditory inputs provides insights into the importance of the auditory experience in shaping the cortical organization.
Merzenich and his colleagues 33, 34 recently presented strong evidence that sensory experience play a vital role in early development of specific area and frequency identity of the auditory cortex. The sound-driven unit firing of cortical neurons in postnatal rats can be detected as early as postnatal day 13 and shows very broad frequency tuning and high threshold. Following an increase in age, the frequency tuning of initially broadly-tuned neurons became sharper and their threshold decreased. This suggests that the frequency selectivity and the sensitivity of cortical neurons increase following the accumulation of sensory experience and the maturation of thalamocortical inputs. These findings are consistent with those found in cats, which indicates that the specific area representing sound frequency information is progressively shaped into adult form. 21 Furthermore, early exposure to particular sounds leads to the acceleration of cortical maturation and the expansion of the cortical representation of these particular sound frequencies. 33 In contrast, exposure to white noise covering all frequencies during the first postnatal month disrupts the systematical tonotopic representation of the auditory cortex and degrades the frequency selectivity of cortical neurons. Such results cannot be seen if the exposure is later than postnatal day 30. 34 These data strongly suggest that the tonotopic organization and frequency identities of the auditory cortex are developed largely based on the auditory cues from distinct thalamocortical inputs during the critical period. This also implies that the thalamocortical input competition rule found in the ocular dominance plasticity in the visual cortex 29, 35 is shared in the development of the auditory cortex. Sound-driven activities of the thalamocortical inputs apparently determine the final form of the functional specification of the auditory cortex and the functional identity of cortical neurons. Significantly, the unusual tonotopic organization of the auditory cortex following the alteration of the auditory inputs does not necessarily imply that the functional changes occur solely at the auditory cortex or thalamocortical projections. When the auditory inputs are altered, the thalamocortical projections morphologically appear normal 36 and the changes in the functional organization are also seen below the thalamus. 37, 38 The elimination or augmentation of the auditory inputs suggests that the content of thalamocortical inputs is altered. Such an alteration determines the final organization of the auditory cortex.
THE CANADIAN JOURNAL OF NEUROLOGICAL SCIENCES
Other important evidence, obtained from the cross-modal plasticity studies, clearly demonstrates the influence of thalamocortical inputs in the specification or differentiation of the neocortex. In cross-modal animals, redirection of afferents of one sensory modality into another during early life leads to significant changes in functional connections within the neocortex and complete changes in cortical response properties to natural stimuli. For example, redirection of visual inputs to the auditory thalamus of the ferret in the first postnatal day reorganizes the horizontal connections in the auditory cortex; the neurons in the auditory cortex eventually respond to visual stimulation in a manner comparable to the neurons in the visual cortex. 39, 40 Taken in summary, these studies reveal that thalamocortical inputs instruct and/or promote the development of the specification and identity of the auditory cortex.
CHOLINERGIC REGULATION OF EARLY CORTICAL DEVELOPMENT
Recent progress in the ontogeny of the neocortex indicates that normal development or maturation of the cortex relies not only on thalamocortical inputs to the neocortex but also on neuromodulatory systems in the brain. The impact of the cholinergic system is very noticeable; cortical acetylcholine has recently been found to play an important role in many aspects of cortical development. 18, 41, 42 Unlike the intrinsic and extrinsic factors that control the early development of the neocortex, acetylcholine is likely a permissive factor for the early development and plasticity of the neocortex.
It has long been known that acetylcholine serves as a neuromodulator rather than a neurotransmitter in the central nervous system. The source of primary cholinergic afferents to the cortex in mammals mostly originates from the nucleus basalis of the basal forebrain. 43, 44 In some species, additional cholinergic innervation comes from intracortical neurons. 45 These intrinsic neurons, however, are absent in some species such as the mouse. 46 Although cholinergic neurons are generated at about embryonic days 11 to 16 depending on the species, cholinergic innervation of the neocortex begins in the perinatal period. The examination of the length and branching of the axons and the number of varicosities per unit length of axon of the rat brain with immunostaining choline acetyltransferase indicates that cholinergic innervation of the neocortex is already presented at birth but that the number of cholinergic fibers is very low. The density of cholinergic fibers, and numbers of varicosities and branches are quickly increased in the cortex during the first two weeks after birth. Adult values are attained at postnatal day 16. 47 Interestingly, the basal forebrain cholinergic fibers begin innervating cortical neurons at almost the same time as thalamocortical fibers arrive in the cortex. Cholinergic activities in the cortex are at a higher level in the first two to three weeks, the most dynamic period of neuronal maturation and synaptic formation in the cortex. 28, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] Discounting mere coincidence, what can this suggest? Some studies have examined the change in cortical morphorgenesis by the elimination of the cortical cholinergic inputs. Using electrolytic lesions or other approaches to destroy the basal forebrain at birth, these studies have shown that ablation of the cholinergic innervation of the neonatal cortex leads to a number of significant changes in cortical morphogenesis. These changes include smaller soma size, shorter apical and basal dendritic branches, unclear boundaries in supergranular layers, abnormal pattern formation in layer IV of the cortex, abnormal cortical connectivity and altered distribution of thalamocortical projections in the neocortex. [53] [54] [55] Such changes in cortical morphogenesis should lead to practical deficits in the function of the neocortex. An additional fact of considerable relevance is that the changes in cortical morphorgenesis are accompanied by abnormal performance of behavioral tasks. 55 Unfortunately, there are no reports on the physiological changes of the neocortex following the neonatal ablation of cortical cholinergic innervation.
In the auditory cortex of rats, the acetylcholinesterase activity is transiently expressed in the early postnatal period. Transient 
Cortical activation shifts the best frequency (BF) of midbrain neurons upward when the stimulated cortical BF is higher than the recorded midbrain BF and downward when the cortical BF is lower than the midbrain BF; cortical activation shifts midbrain BFs toward the BF of cortical neurons. The shift in midbrain BF is linearly correlated to the BF difference when the difference between midbrain and cortical BFs is between -12 to 10 kHz. (Yan & Ehret, Euro J Neurosci 2002;416(1):119-128). Interestingly, the pattern of shifts in cortical BFs evoked by paired stimuli of basal forebrain and tone is similar to the pattern evoked by focal cortical stimulation (grey area, Zhang & Yan, unpublished data).
acetylcholinesterase activity occurs mainly in layer IV and deep layer III of the auditory cortex. With histochemical technique, acetylcholinesterase activity can be detected at as early as postnatal day 3 in rat, reaching peak levels at postnatal days 8 to 10 and returning to adult levels at postnatal day 23. 56 Furthermore, lesion of the medial geniculate body results in deprivation of the thalamocortical inputs and largely reduces the acetylcholinesterase activity in the auditory cortex. 56 These findings suggest that the time course of cholinergic regulation in the auditory cortex matches the critical period of cortical development and implicate that the cholinergic regulation is associated with the development of thalamocortical innervation. Combined with the findings of cholinergic role in the auditory plasticity of adult animals (see details below), the speculation is that cholinergic regulation is a critical factor for the normal development of the frequency selectivity of cortical neurons and consequently, for the normal development of the tonotopic organization in the auditory cortex.
EXPERIENCE-DEPENDENT AUDITORY PLASTICITY IN ADULTHOOD
The neocortex mostly reaches maturity after the critical period of development. The specification and functional organization of the neocortex have been shaped into adult form. The neocortex however, does not become static after the critical period. Albeit that the scale of plastic change of the neocortex becomes much smaller during adulthood in comparison with the plasticity during the critical period, the mature neocortex is subject to continuing plastic change because of the ongoing need to adapt to environmental changes. This is another important feature of the sensory cortex.
In the auditory system of adult brains, it is well-known that cortical tonotopic maps are drastically altered following an injury in the auditory periphery. [57] [58] [59] For example, exposure of cats to a loud 6 kHz tone leads to a mild to moderate highfrequency hearing loss bilaterally. In these cats, the tonotopic map of the auditory cortex is largely reorganized. The neurons in the area that originally represented the high frequency lose their high-frequency tuning; they now tune to the highest nondamaged frequency. 57 A similar reorganization of the tonotopic map is also found in the auditory cortex of animals with unilateral lesion of the cochlea. 58, 59 These changes in the auditory cortex clearly demonstrate the ability of the auditory cortex to modify itself and adapt to changes in the input of acoustic information.
This type of auditory plasticity, however, cannot address the most common or fundamental questions. Why may one be more sensitive to one sound but not to another? How does the auditory cortex adapt to the auditory experience or what occurs in the auditory cortex when a biologically important sound is perceived? How does auditory experience or learning modify the auditory cortex?
It has been documented that plastic changes in the central auditory system occur when acoustic signals are repetitively presented and/or are associated with significant biological events through learning. For example, the cortical area that is activated by piano tones is significantly enlarged in musicians compared to control subjects who have never played instruments. 60 The increase in the area activated by piano tones is probably correlated to the age at which the musician started to practice, 60 although some questions were raised about the method of statistical analysis used to determine this finding. 61 Similar results have also been found in monkeys that are trained to discriminate two different frequencies over several weeks. After the successful training, the cortical representation of these frequencies and cortical frequency selectivity are significantly enhanced. 62 It has also been shown in bats that rapid and repetitive sounds shift the frequency tuning of midbrain neurons toward the frequency of the sound albeit over a small range. 63 These findings suggest that the auditory cortex enhances the representation of frequently received sounds that are biologically significant.
Classical conditioning, with its use of simple and quantifiable learning patterns, is a good tool for testing various hypotheses. Once the conditioning is established, the animal's behavior shows that the conditioned stimulus, i.e. a given tone has gained behavioural importance. What is the physiological change in the auditory cortex after classical conditioning? Extensive studies by Weinberger and his colleagues have shown that classical conditioning, such as tone-shock pairing, evokes a frequencyspecific change in the frequency tuning of neurons in the primary auditory cortex. 9 Repeated presentation of a conditioned tone stimulus (CS) paired with an unconditioned shock of foot (US) significantly increases or decreases auditory responses in cortical neurons of adult animals. Following the conditioning, the auditory responses of neurons to non-CS frequencies including the pretraining best frequency are decreased. At the same time, the auditory responses of the neurons to the CS frequency are increased (Figure 3 ). Due to these frequency-dependent changes in the response magnitudes of cortical neurons to conditioned tones, the CS-US tone-shock conditioning shifts the best frequencies of cortical neurons toward, even to, the frequency of the CS tone after the training. 17 One may wonder what would occur if a CS tone and US foot-shock are not paired or are delivered randomly. It has been shown that the CS stimuli unpaired with the US increased auditory responses to all frequencies, including a general nonassociative sensitization effect on the auditory responses. 64, 65 This further suggests that the CS-specific changes in the cortical frequency tunings induced by the paired stimuli are the result of learning the toneshock association. The CS-evoked frequency-specific change can be quickly induced in as few as five training trials 66 and can last for more than two months after tone-foot shock conditioning. 67 As a result of the shift in the best frequencies of cortical neurons, the representation of the CS-tone frequency is largely enhanced in the auditory cortex. 62 It is important to note that the CS-specific plasticity evoked by conditioning has the characteristics of associative memory and is not an artifact of arousal or any other factors. Significantly, the CS-specific plasticity in the auditory cortex also develops in instrumental avoidance conditioning and positive rewarding tasks. Furthermore, the expansion of the cortical representation of the CS frequency shows significant correlation with the biological importance of the learnt sound. 121 These studies are fundamental to understanding learning-induced plasticity or the modification of the frequency identities and the tonotopic map of the auditory cortex. The auditory cortex is able to quickly reorganize itself and maintain this reorganization in order to retain and better process the auditory information associated with particular biological events.
Neural mechanisms underlying learning-induced auditory plasticity remain unclear. Since more than one sensory modality is always involved in associative learning, stimuli arriving through two different modalities should theoretically be integrated or associated in the central nervous system. This integration or association should contribute to the plastic changes in the central auditory system. It is shown that the nonlemniscal magnocellular division of the medial geniculate body with the closely associated posterior intralaminar nucleus, external cortex of the inferior colliculus of the midbrain and amygdala are all involved in the integration or association of both auditory (CS) and somatosensory information (US). [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] The integrated or associated information is likely fed back to the auditory system through the cholinergic basal forebrain. Several neural models for learning-induced auditory plasticity have proposed that the cholinergic projections from the nucleus basalis of the basal forebrain to the auditory cortex are a major and final pathway from the non-auditory systems to the auditory system. 9, 63 They contribute significantly to auditory plasticity.
THE CHOLINERGIC ROLE IN NEURAL PLASTICITY OF THE ADULT

CORTEX
It is well-known that deficiencies in the cholinergic functioning of the brain (e.g., the basal forebrain) cause severe cognitive decline i.e. Rett Syndrome, 73 Alzheimer's disease 74 and age-related memory loss. 75 Normal cholinergic function is essential for the cognitive processing of the brain.
The general influence of acetylcholine on cortical function appears to be either excitatory or facilitatory. In the frontal cortex, acetylcholine increases the spontaneous firing of the neurons that are either excited or inhibited by conditioning. 76 In the auditory cortex, micro-iontophoretic administration of acetylcholine to the studied neurons increases both spontaneous discharge and sound evoked responses of these neurons. The rate-level functions of these neurons can be dramatically enhanced by 82% and their response thresholds reduced by 66%. 77 This suggests that external elevation of the cortical acetylcholine level enhances neuronal activities and increases the sensitivity of cortical neurons to sound stimulation. Similar effects on the activities of cortical neurons are also seen when internal acetylcholine of the auditory cortex is increased by the stimulation of the basal forebrain. For example, activation of the basal forebrain produces a long-lasting enhancement of cortical field potentials, neuronal firing rates and EPSPs (excitatory postsynaptic potentials) that are evoked by activation of the auditory thalamus 78 or by sound. 79, 80 An increased cortical acetylcholine level therefore, promotes the neuronal activities, auditory responses and thalamocortical synaptic transmission of the auditory cortex. This occurs whether or not the acetylcholine is increased internally or externally. Importantly, the general excitatory effects of cortical acetylcholine do not exclude some specific inhibitory effects. For example, cortical application of acetylcholine or agonist increases the auditory responses of cortical neurons to most sound frequencies. However, they also reduce the cortical responses to some other sound frequencies. [81] [82] [83] Such specific cholinergic inhibition is most likely mediated by GABAergic interneurons 84 and is possibly important for frequency-specific auditory plasticity in the auditory cortex.
An important question arises as to whether or not the cholinergic facilitation of cortical neurons contributes to learning-induced cortical plasticity that is highly specific to the frequency of learned sound. There are two components to this query; one involves cholinergic facilitation and the other examines the frequency specificity of the plasticity. The frequency specificity is, of course, related to the sound stimulation because the frequency specificity refers to the frequency of conditioned sound. Therefore, we must consider how cortical frequency tuning is modified by the combination of the cortical application of acetylcholine with sound stimulation. Encouragingly, it has been shown that micro-iontophoresis of acetylcholine or an anticholinesterase agent to cortical neurons induces dramatic changes in the auditory responses of cortical neurons when synchronized with a tone presentation. This change is totally specific to the frequency of the paired tone. [81] [82] [83] This, in turn, strongly suggests that frequency-specific changes in auditory responses of the cortical neurons can simply be induced by direct interaction of cholinergic facilitation and thalamocortical synaptic transmission. One may think that this study solely demonstrates the pharmacological effects of acetylcholine and that it may be unrelated to learning.
What is the role of cortical acetylcholine in learning-induced auditory plasticity? Several recent studies, using the direct application of acetylcholine or its antagonists to the auditory cortex during conditioning, provide some answers. For example, a frequency-specific shift in the cortical best frequency in big brown bats can be induced by the presentation of a tone paired with an electric shock of the leg, i.e., associative conditioning. When acetylcholine is applied to the auditory cortex during the conditioning, this frequency-specific shift is greatly exaggerated and retained for a much longer time. 85 If atropine, an antagonist of the acetylcholine muscarinic receptor, is applied to the auditory cortex, the tone-shock conditioning is unable to evoke the frequency-specific shift in the frequency tuning of cortical neurons. This study clearly demonstrates that learning cannot evoke neural plasticity in the auditory cortex without the participation of cortical acetylcholine. A recent study on human subjects confirmed these findings in animal experiments. Two groups of subjects received a differential aversive conditioning; one group was given a placebo and the other an anticholinergic drug (scopolamine, 0.4 mg iv) prior to conditioning. The auditory cortex of the subjects was then examined with functional magnetic resonance imaging. The cortical representation of the conditioned tone frequency was exaggerated in subjects that did not take scopolamine but not in subjects taking scopolamine. 86 These findings suggest that cholinergic modulation of auditory responses of cortical neurons is highly specific as long as it is combined with the sound stimulation. This modulation is important for the frequencyspecific plasticity in the auditory cortex during learning.
When cortical acetylcholine is considered an important agent for learning-induced plasticity in the auditory cortex, the nucleus basalis of the basal forebrain must be addressed. Cholinergic innervation of the cortex mostly originates from the basal forebrain 44 and, in addition, activation of the basal forebrain enhances activities of cortical neurons and thalamocortical synaptic transmission. [78] [79] [80] It has been shown that electrical stimulation of the basal forebrain paired with a tone presentation can produce a large shift in the frequency tuning of cortical neurons toward, even to, the frequency of the paired tone. 79, 87, 88 Such a paired stimulation can also evoke a massive reorganization of the frequency map in the auditory cortex centered on the frequency of the paired tone (Figure 4) . 89 As a result, cortical representation of the frequency of the paired tone is greatly enhanced. Importantly, the specific role of the basal forebrain in cortical plasticity is further supported or favored by a recent behavioral study. It demonstrated that the electrical stimulation of the basal forebrain paired with particular sound induces conditioned changes in the activities of both the cardiovascular system and respiratory systems, which is specific to the frequency of the paired sound. 90 On the other hand, cortical application of atropine can block the facilitation of field potentials 78 and thus prevent frequency-specific changes evoked by electrical stimulation of the basal forebrain. 91 The pattern of the frequency-specific plasticity induced by the electrical stimulation of the basal forebrain is the same as that induced by associative learning. Therefore, cholinergic projections of the basal forebrain to the auditory cortex play a crucial role in learning-induced auditory plasticity.
THE ROLE OF MUSCARINIC ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTORS IN CORTICAL PLASTICITY
Acetylcholine is known to act on two families of receptors, i.e., muscarinic and nicotine receptors. Compared to the muscarinic receptors, much less is known about the nicotine receptors. Recent studies indicate that the nicotine receptors mediate the cholinergic enhancement of the NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartate) receptor-mediated synaptic transmission during the development of sensory neocortex. 92 However, the blocking of the nicotine receptor in the immature cortex does not prevent ocular dominance plasticity after eye deprivation. 93 This indicates that the nicotine receptor may not be involved in the establishment of thalamocortical synaptic connectivity but that it may be involved in later-on refinement or enhancement of thalamocortical synapses.
On the other hand, there is a large body of evidence that indicates the muscarinic receptors mediate most of the cholinergic regulation of brain functions, particularly those of higher mental activities such as learning, memory and cognition. 94, 95 The importance of the muscarinic receptors in cortical response properties and learning-induced auditory plasticity is clearly demonstrated by the fact that atropine, a general antagonist of muscarinic receptors, abolishes almost all cholinergic effects on cortical responses and plasticity. 78, [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] 96 For example, tetanic stimulation of the basal forebrain can facilitate field potentials, neuronal discharges and excitatory postsynaptic potentials of the auditory cortex in rats evoked by the electrical stimulation of the auditory thalamus. This effect can be abolished by the intracortical administration of atropine. 78 For auditory learning, application of atropine to the auditory cortex can completely block the frequency-specific shift in frequency tuning of the auditory cortex that is either evoked by tone-shock conditioning 85 or evoked by electrical stimulation of the basal forebrain paired with tone. 91 These studies provide convincing evidence that the cholinergic contribution to the auditory plasticity is mostly, if not entirely, mediated by the muscarinic receptor. Cellular effects of muscarinic receptors also account for the cholinergic regulation of brain function and cortical response properties. Activation of muscarinic receptors increases the excitability of cortical and hippocampal pyramidal neurons through the inhibition of several types of potassium currents [97] [98] [99] Cholinergic activation of pyramidal cells leads to a membrane depolarization. This includes a reduction in the afterhyperpolarization that resulted from the inhibition of calciumactivated potassium current and an induction of slow afterdepolarization. These effects are mediated by muscarinic receptors. 99, 100 Interestingly, in rats trained for odor discrimination, the cortical neurons (olfactory cortex) of animals show reduced after-hyperpolarization currents, which cannot be further reduced by the application of muscarinic agonist carbachol. In contrast, the pseudo-trained animals do not show a reduced after-hyperpolarization current of cortical neurons that can be reduced by the application of carbachol. 98 Five subtypes of muscarinic ACh receptors (M1-5) have been identified. [101] [102] [103] In the brain, M1, M2 and M4 are the most abundant receptor subtypes and show regional specificity. 102 The M1 subtype is most abundant in the cerebral cortex while M2 is predominant in the brainstem. 101 The proportion of other muscarinic subtypes (M3-5) is very low in the cerebral cortex. 101 These morphological findings implicate the potential importance of the M1 subunit in mediating the cholinergic effects in the cortex. This implication is supported by electrophysiological studies on the auditory cortex of adult animals. As described above, the main effects of cortical administration of acetylcholine are to facilitate the spontaneous discharge and tone-evoked discharge of cortical neurons. However, when acetylcholine is administrated together with the M1 receptor antagonist, pirenzepine, the acetylcholine-mediated facilitation does not take place. In contrast, application of acetylcholine with the M2 receptor antagonist, gallamine, still induces increases in spontaneous discharge and tone-evoked discharge. 77 Gathered from morphological and physiological studies, these findings strongly suggest that acetylcholine facilitates the auditory responses of cortical neurons predominantly via the M1 subtype but not the M2 or any other subtypes.
Our understanding of the contribution of muscarinic receptors, including the M1 subtype, to the specification of the auditory cortex during early development remains poor. Studies in the development of the visual cortex, however, provide strong evidence that muscarinic receptors are important to the development of cortical ocular dominance. Ocular dominance plasticity, first reported by Wiesel and Hubel, 35 is considered a good example of the plasticity of the visual cortex. During development, synaptic competition of thalamocortical afferents from both eyes plays a critical role in organization of ocular dominance in the visual cortex. The formation of the ocular dominance in the visual cortex is strongly influenced, i.e., cortical neurons lose the response to the deprived eye and the ocular dominance is biased to the normal eye if only one eye is deprived during the critical period of development. 35, 104 Importantly, the ocular dominance plasticity can also be eliminated by blocking muscarinic receptors but not by blocking nicotine receptors. 93 This suggests that the cortical muscarinic receptors are critical for early development of the cortex. It is further shown that this muscarinic-dependent cortical plasticity is mediated by the M1 subtype but not the M2 subtype. 93, 105 Studies of the distribution of muscarinic receptor subtypes throughout the neocortex during early life have also yielded some information. In mice, the M1-3 receptors can be detected in the neonatal cerebral cortex. 106 Notably, the dynamic period of development of cortical muscarinic receptors dramatically coincides with the onset of cholinergic activity. 18, 107 Each receptor displays specific changes, such as transient appearance, in the cortical region during early development. The M1 receptor is of particular interest once again because its transient appearance pattern is associated with the critical period of cortical development, i.e., the period of thalamocortical entry and synapse formation. 106 In conclusion, these studies on the plasticity of visual cortex and the ontogeny of muscarinic receptors during early development reveal that the M1 receptor appears to be the most important of the receptors. At the very least, the M1-3 muscarinic receptors may be involved in early postnatal development of the cortex. The auditory cortex likely shares the muscarinic mechanisms with the visual cortex and other neocortical areas.
ROLE OF CORTICOFUGAL PROJECTIONS IN THE CORTICAL DEVELOPMENT AND PLASTICITY
The final issue in this review addresses why experiencedependent auditory plasticity is highly specific to sound frequency. It is perhaps obvious that auditory responses of neurons that tune to the frequency of a learned sound are facilitated during learning. 9 However, why is the frequency tuning of cortical neurons that do not tune to the frequency of the learned sound able to shift toward, even to, the learned frequency? The answer will not likely be found in nonauditory systems such as the cholinergic basal forebrain since they do not carry auditory information.
Recent progress in corticofugal modulation by Suga and his colleagues 13, 19 unveils a crucial neural mechanism for the frequency-specific auditory plasticity. The intriguing aspect of corticofugal modulation is its feature-specificity. For example, the corticofugal modulation is specific to the best frequency in frequency-tuned neurons of bats and rodents. [108] [109] [110] A type of specialized neuron, called delay-tuned neurons, tune to the time delay of the echoes from the emitted pulses and are suited for distance measurement in the mustached bat. 111, 112 For these neurons, corticofugal modulation is specific to the best echo delay instead of the best frequency. 19, 113 The general role of corticofugal modulation in auditory information processing and plasticity has been demonstrated in various animal studies. Although the corticofugal modulation exhibits species-specific variations, a common point is that in non-specialized neurons, the focal activation of cortical neurons facilitates the auditory responses of cortical and subcortical neurons that tune to the same frequency. 109, 110, 114 At the same time, it inhibits auditory responses and shifts frequency tuning of subcortical neurons with different frequencies toward the best frequency of the activated cortical neurons 109, 110 ( Figure 5 ). We have called this corticofugal modulation or adjustment "egocentric selection" 113 and the result of corticofugal adjustment "center-surround" 109 plasticity. The corticofugal system therefore, mediates auditory plasticity through a highly focused positive feedback to physiologically "matched" subcortical neurons together with widespread lateral inhibition to physiologically "unmatched" subcortical neurons. 13, 19 Importantly, the cortical activation results in such feature-specific plasticity in not only the subcortical nuclei 109, 110 but also in the auditory cortex. 114 This suggests that cortical activation elicits plasticity in the central auditory system, at least in the midbrain, thalamus and cortex through corticofugal projections incorporation with ascending projections, i.e., feedback loops. As a result of corticofugal modulation, cortical and subcortical representation of the frequency is largely enhanced. 13, 110, 114, 115 Notably, the pattern or direction of the shift in frequency tuning of unmatched neurons evoked by focally cortical activation is identical to that evoked by auditory learning. 63, 66, 110, 115 These findings strongly suggest that the corticofugal modulation incorporated with ascending innervation is an intrinsic mechanism underlying frequencyspecific plasticity in the auditory system.
Significantly, auditory learning induces frequency-specific plasticity not only in the auditory cortex but also in the subcortical nuclei such as the midbrain 63 and thalamus. 69 One may argue that the auditory cortex passively receives the plastic changes in the subcortical nuclei or the auditory cortex actively instructs the plasticity in the subcortical nuclei. It has been recently found that the frequency-specific shift in the midbrain evoked by tone-shock associative learning can be augmented by cortical application of acetylcholine and reduced by cortical application of atropine, the antagonist of muscarinic acetylcholine receptors. 85 This finding partially suggests that the auditory cortex plays an active role in subcortical plasticity during learning via corticofugal modulation. This argument warrants some clarification.
Corticofugal modulation occurs surprisingly early in life. Histological studies show that corticothalamic fibers establish connections with the thalamus at the same time that thalamocortical fibers start to innervate the cortical neurons, e.g., embryonic day 15 in mice. 116 It has been speculated that corticothalamic projection may play an important role in developing early specification and identity of the visual cortex before the critical period of development. 29 In conclusion, corticofugal modulation is strongly and actively involved in the dynamic changes of the auditory cortex throughout life.
A HYPOTHETIC CORE OF NEURAL CIRCUITRY FOR CORTICAL DEVELOPMENT AND PLASTICITY
As discussed above, thalamocortical, cholinergic and corticofugal projections are three critical factors influencing the plasticity of the auditory cortex during both early development and adulthood. These three projections are anatomically connected or associated at the auditory cortex. Since both the ascending and descending (corticofugal) projections are tonotopically organized, [117] [118] [119] [120] corticofugal modulation is highly specific in frequency. Therefore, the corticofugal projections apparently form point-to-point frequency-specific feedback loops. The cholinergic projection of the basal forebrain acts directly on the loops at the auditory cortex as shown in Figure 1 . This particular neural circuit could be a core of neural substrates for the development and plasticity of cortical specification and identities such as the frequency tuning of cortical neurons. In this circuit, the tonotopic cortico-subcortical loops execute the frequency-specific plasticity and cholinergic projections function as an accelerator or amplifier. 9, 13, 19 This hypothetic core circuit is able to interpret the plastic changes in the auditory cortex from the perinatal period to adulthood. Within the cortico-subcortical loops, any perceived sound tends to enhance the central representation of itself in a "center-surround" manner through the "egocentric selection". If a particular sound is more frequently received by an animal, the egocentric selection will occur in its central auditory system and result in the "center-surround" plasticity or reorganization so that the contrast of neural representation of this sound will be increased or enhanced. On the other hand, if one input channel is eliminated such as through restricted cochlear deprivation for example, the normal channel neighboring to this deprived channel will be relatively stronger. In this case, the frequency tuning of the neurons in the input-deprived loops will be shifted to the frequency tuning of this normal loop. However, this circuit is typically very weak; it may only elicit very small degrees of the "center-surround" plasticity, particularly in adulthood. If cortical acetylcholine is increased or the cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain are activated for any reason, the cortical neurons in this circuit as well as the entire corticofugal feedback loop will be impacted or facilitated. Thus the "egocentric selection" will be enhanced and the "center-surround" plasticity will be markedly increased to be noticeable or detectable. It is also predictable that facilitation of any site in the corticofugal feedback loop will enhance the "center-surround" plasticity ( Figure 5 ). In contrast, a decrease in cortical acetylcholine as seen in Rett Syndrome, Alzheimer's disease and aging would reduce the power of "egocentric selection". The "centersurround" plasticity would be less likely to develop and would result in deficits in auditory cognition.
SUMMARY
One of the most intriguing features of the cerebral cortex is its parcellation or division into distinct functional areas. The thalamocortical afferents instruct the quick maturation of the specification and functional identities of each specific cortical area such as the frequency tuning of cortical neurons and frequency representation of the auditory cortex.
Yet another important feature of the cerebral cortex is its experience-dependent plasticity that is feature-specific. The thalamocortical afferents are also a key factor in sending environmental information to the cortex and instructing any accompanying plastic changes.
In both the development and the learning-induced plasticity of the auditory cortex, the cholinergic modulation of the auditory cortex is crucial. It acts as a permissive factor for the normal development of the cortex and for the distinct plasticity in the auditory cortex. The cholinergic function in the auditory cortex is predominantly mediated by the muscarinic acetylcholine receptor, specifically, subtype 1.
Finally, corticofugal modulation appears to be a very important mechanism intrinsic to the auditory system for the early development of cortical specification and feature-specific plasticity. It appears to have an impact throughout the entire life cycle.
The thalamocortical, cholinergic and corticofugal projections are hypothesized to organize the neural circuit that is crucial to cortical development and plasticity.
